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THIS SPRING HAS BEEN ESPECIALLY EVENTFUL for our
School. A team from the Accreditation Council for
Pharmacy Education visited us in mid-March as part
of the review process for our Doctor of Pharmacy
Program. Outside experts from our peer institutions,
the Council itself, and the State Board of Pharmacy
verified the extensive self-study conducted by our
faculty, staff, and stakeholders and gave us high
marks for the progress that we have made since our
last review in the year 2000. We will be informed
of the formal accreditation action after the Council’s
June board meeting.
After years of effort, the School learned that it
will receive $2.2 million of planning funds for the
Pharmacy Hall Addition effective July 1. The
Maryland General Assembly approved the funds
after a successful grassroots effort involving students,
faculty, staff, alumni, and friends of the School. We
now begin the design of this much-needed building
that will relieve overcrowding and provide vastly
improved teaching facilities for our students.
It is no longer news that two-thirds of pharmacy
students are women. Within a very few years, the
majority of practitioners will be women. In this
issue of Capsule, our feature stories focus on the
contributions of a few of the many successful
women who have used their educational roots in
pharmacy to develop distinctive, productive, and
fascinating careers.
Our cover story highlights Ellen Yankellow. Ellen
was one of the first students I met when I arrived at

Maryland in the 1970s. She has been passionate in
her love for the profession, and has never been hesitant to be involved with the School and to offer plenty
of constructive criticism! She is an entrepreneur who
has created a pharmacy practice that serves the medication needs of prison populations across 22 states.
But she still takes the time to be a most active member of the School’s Board of Visitors.
But what motivates women to enter pharmacy?
How do they balance the demands of a high-intensity
profession with family life? Linda Simoni-Wastila
talks about her career as a member of our faculty, a
well-funded research investigator, and a would-be
novelist. At the other end of the continent, Victoria
Hale is pursuing her dream—bringing neglected
medications to the parts of the world that desperately
need them. Papatya Tankut describes what drives her
as she oversees professional recruitment, college
relations, regulatory compliance, quality assurance,
and clinical programs for the country’s largest pharmacy chain. Finally, Van Doren Hsu directs the
School of Pharmacy’s Pharmaceutical Research
Computing center that provides highly sophisticated
data management and analyses services to investigators throughout the campus.
These personal profiles demonstrate the wide
range of careers that are available to pharmacists
today. It is no wonder that the profession is increasingly recognized as such a wonderful career opportunity for both men and women. As the School of
Pharmacy begins to construct its new building, we
continue to strive for the excellence necessary to
prepare our future Maryland-Brand pharmacists for
the many opportunities that await them.
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In Memoriam
ACPE Accreditation a Success
number of the University of Maryland School of Pharmacy’s faculty,
students, and external stakeholders spent 18 months preparing a
self-study report for a visit from the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy
Education’s (ACPE) evaluation team. The team visited in mid-March
and reported that the School meets and exceeds ACPE standards for
accreditation and remains clearly focused on its mission to provide
innovative pharmacy education.

A

Dean David A. Knapp awarded
Board of Visitor member John Balch,
BSP ’68, the Key to Pharmacy Hall
for his instrumental role in the
groundbreaking Maryland P3 Project.
The Key to Pharmacy Hall is presented each year to an individual
who has made outstanding
contributions to the mission of
the School of Pharmacy.

Unsung Heroes
n January, public television station WLIW aired the production,
“Pharmacists: Health Care’s Unsung Heroes,” featuring interviews
with faculty and students from the School of Pharmacy. The hour-long
program traces the history of pharmacy from the Middle Ages to the
current PharmD curriculum, highlighting the essential role that pharmacists play in the health care delivery system. The program also
explores the current national pharmacist shortage and the extensive
career opportunities now open to pharmacists.
Promotional previews presented Magaly Rodriguez de Bittner,
PharmD, BCPS, FAPhA, CDE, associate dean for academic affairs and
chair of the Department of Pharmacy Practice and Science, being
interviewed on the Maryland Public Television program “Direct Connections.”
“Pharmacists: Health Care’s Unsung Heroes” reportedly received
unprecedented positive viewer feedback for a science- and healthrelated program.

I
First-year
student Ganesh
Kumarachandran
rallies for
Pharmacy Hall
Addition at
Legislative Day in
Annapolis.

Pharmacy Hall Addition Becomes a Reality
trong support from the School community for the Pharmacy Hall
Addition has paid off. On March 23, the Maryland House of
Delegates Appropriations Committee voted to include $2.2 million in
the Fiscal Year 2007 state capital budget for planning the Pharmacy
Hall Addition. The funds were subsequently supported by the Maryland
Senate Budget and Tax Committee and approved by the General Assembly.
Many thanks to each of you, who called, wrote letters, sent e-mails,
visited Annapolis, or otherwise exerted your influence on our elected or
appointed officials. There is no doubt that the grassroots efforts of the
School community, including our alums, the employers of our graduates,
and our other stakeholders and friends, had an enormous influence on
this outcome.
Our students were marvelous advocates. Led by Student Government Association President John Watts, they comprised the majority of
pharmacy participants at Legislative Day in February. Students also
continued communication of all kinds in the weeks following. Although
the building will not be finished by the time our current students graduate, they leave a legacy for classes to come, and will be reminded of
their critical role whenever they return to the School throughout their
professional careers.
Where do we go from here? Now we have to build the building. An
architectural firm has already been selected, and the design process
has begun. We are now working to secure the rest of the planning
money and construction funds. By pulling together in the planning and
building stages of the addition as we did in the fight for funding, we
will emerge with more than new bricks and mortar—a revitalized and
energetic School of Pharmacy. We are off!
—David A. Knapp
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At the recent National
Community Pharmacists’
Association banquet,
Dean Knapp awarded
Angelo Voxakis, BSP ’71,
CEO of Epic Pharmacies, Inc.,
the first Dean’s Hall of Fame
Award for Distinguished
Community Pharmacists. He
was recognized for his successful career as an independent
community pharmacist and his
leadership in pursuing his passion for independent pharmacy.

School Moves from 37th to 17th
in NIH Research Funding
1911 Dispensary
lumnus Jerome Schwartz, BSP ’49, recently donated to the School
a copy of the University Hospital Dispensary for 1911-1912. The volume is currently on display at the B. Olive Cole Museum, located in the
Kelly Building.
Schwartz discovered the document while sorting through some old
materials at his home. The dispensary is a neatly bound paperback
volume small enough to fit in a vest pocket. It contains the formulary
of just 119 items available in the dispensary in 1911. From alum to zinc
oxide, the list’s brevity illustrates the progress of pharmacy and medicine in the last 95 years.

A

Photographs by Tracy Boyd

he American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy’s National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Fiscal Year 2005 ranking reports that the School of Pharmacy has moved from 37th to
17th in research funding received from NIH agencies in the past five years. In an era in which
competition for funding opportunities has become increasingly intense, this ranking attests
to the commitment of the School’s faculty to producing quality research using cutting-edge
innovations and technology.
Faculty within our School are expanding research initiatives through collaborations with
various schools and departments located on the Baltimore campus, the College Park campus,
other institutions of higher education, and through partnerships with philanthropic organizations.

T

Nicolas Zenker, PhD, passed away
in January at the age of 84 in the
company of his family in Charlottesville, Va. Zenker was a professor of
medicinal chemistry at the School
of Pharmacy from 1960 until his
retirement in 1989. In 1984, he
received the Maryland Chemist
Award for his teaching and his work
in thyroid hormone and adrenergic
neurotransmitter chemistry.
After his retirement, Zenker
worked at the Walters Art Gallery
as a docent. A painter, gardener,
tennis player, and avid reader, he
is survived by his wife, Anne M.
Zenker; two daughters, Elizabeth
Anne Zenker and Mariane Zenker;
two sons, Paul Nicolas Zenker and
John Andrew Zenker; and five
grandchildren.
Francis Marion Miller, PhD, 80,
professor emeritus of chemistry at
Northern Illinois University (NIU),
DeKalb, died of natural causes in
his home on Feb. 20. Miller received
his PhD from Northwestern
University. After a year of postdoctoral
research at Harvard University, he
joined the faculty of the University
of Maryland in 1949. Miller remained
for nearly 20 years at UMB,
becoming professor and chair
of medicinal chemistry.
In 1968, he joined the faculty of
NIU as professor and chair of the
Department of Chemistry, a position he held for nine years. He
remained at NIU until his retirement in 1991 and during the last
five years served as director of the
university’s honors program.
Miller is survived by his wife,
Clara Whang Miller; two sons,
Daniel Gordon Miller and John
Griffin Miller; and nine grandchildren. He was predeceased by a
daughter, Jennifer Miller Frantz
Lewis.
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Laurels
Chanel Agness, PharmD, successfully completed her examination and is now a board-certified
pharmacotherapy specialist.
Robert Beardsley, PhD, was
appointed vice chair of education
for the Department of Pharmaceutical Health Services
Research. Beardsley served the
School for 16 years as associate
dean for student affairs until last
summer. “Bob brings incredible
experience related to the theory
and application of educational
techniques and a wealth of
knowledge concerning the development and structure of our
PharmD curriculum,” says
department chair, C. Daniel
Mullins, PhD.
Cynthia Boyle, PharmD, is the
new chair of the American
Pharmacists Association’s Academy
of Pharmacy Practice and
Management Section on administrative practice for 2006 to
2007. Her letter, “Fostering
Leadership and Professionalism,”
was published in the American
Journal of Health-System Pharmacy.
Nicole Brandt, PharmD, along
with several former students,
published “Weight Loss in the

Elderly: Medications Complicating
the Picture?” in The Consultant
Pharmacist.
Andrew Coop, PhD, was appointed
vice chair of academic affairs for
the Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences. Coop’s major responsibilities include distribution of
teaching responsibilities to the
faculty, maintaining the teaching
database, and chairing peer
review teaching committees for
department faculty.
Stuart Haines, PharmD, and
Mike Miller, MD, director of the
Center for Preventive Cardiology
at the University of Maryland
Medical System, were the lead
reviewers for the supplement,
“Topics in Patient Care,” in the
December issue of Pharmacy
Today, for the article, “The Role
of Omega-3 Fatty Acids in
Reducing Cardiovascular Risk.”
Alex MacKerell, PhD, organized
the International Society of
Quantum Biology and
Pharmacology 2006 president’s
meeting in Strasbourg, France.
MacKerell is also a member of
the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory Biosciences
Directorate Advisory Board.

M. Lynn McPherson, PharmD,
was invited to serve as the only
pharmacist on the National
Consensus Project for Quality
Palliative Care. McPherson and
Megan Potter, PharmD ’04, presented their poster “Assessment
of Technique and Perceived
Benefit of Inhaled Medications
at the End of Life: A Pilot Study,”
at last year’s annual conference
of the Hospice Network of
Maryland.
McPherson recently coauthored a paper with Laura Tolen,
PharmD ’05, “Initial Selection of
Antiemetics in End of Life Care:
A Retrospective Analysis,” in the
International Journal of Pharmaceutical Compounding.
Charmaine Rochester, PharmD,
led the successful development
and implementation of a new
ambulatory pharmaceutical care
practice at the Peoples Health
Clinic. Primary care resident,
Ellina Max, PharmD, also played
a key role in helping to establish
the site.
Peter Swaan, PhD, was appointed vice chair of research for the
Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences. Swaan will undertake

the continual development of
research activities with specific
attention to developing translational and clinical sciences
research endeavors with the
School, enhancing collaborations
with the University of Maryland
Marlene and Stewart Greenebaum
Cancer Center and the School of
Medicine.
Rebecca Waite, PharmD, and
Jenai Paul, PharmD, have passed
the board of pharmaceutical specialties certification examination
in psychiatric pharmacy practice.
Kristin Zerumsky, PharmD,
authored several recent articles
including, “Treatment of
Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia: Is There a Role for
Bivalirudin?” and “Pharmacist
Detection of Peripheral Arterial
Disease Through the Use of a
Handheld Doppler,” in
Pharmacotherapy. Zerumsky also
recently delivered a poster,
“Evaluation of Clinical Outcomes
of Anticoagulation During
Percutaneous Coronary
Intervention,” at the American
Colleges of Clinical Pharmacy
meeting in San Francisco.

Partners in Pharmacy Education
n March, Lynette Bradley-Baker, BSP ’92, PhD ’99, manager of professional and college
relations for CVS/pharmacy, presented a check for $20,000 to Dean David Knapp, PhD,
and Jill Morgan, PharmD, associate dean for student affairs.
Through their generous $100,000 commitment as the Titanium Sponsor for the
School’s Partners in Pharmacy Education Program for the past three years, CVS/pharmacy
has supported numerous programs such as the graduation banquet, the White Coat
Ceremony, student travel to professional conferences, and student participation in the
interdisciplinary patient management competition.
The School’s faculty, staff, and students are very grateful to CVS/pharmacy for
continuing to provide critical discretionary resources that greatly affect the quality and
caliber of a University of Maryland School of Pharmacy education.

I

Jill Morgan (left) and Dean Knapp (right) accept a generous
donation from Lynette Bradley-Baker (center) of CVS/pharmacy.
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PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH COMPUTING (PRC)

ince 1998, Pharmaceutical Research Computing (PRC),
a center within the School of Pharmacy’s Department of
Pharmaceutical Health Services Research (PHSR), has been
a rising star in the School. With increasing numbers of satisfied
clients and completed studies, funded by federal agencies such
as the National Institutes of Health, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, and the Agency for Healthcare Research and
Quality—or by private foundations, such as the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation and the Commonwealth Foundation—PRC
has established an excellent reputation for accuracy, reliability,
and service.
“Our 2005 was very productive,” says PRC Director Van
Doren Hsu, PharmD. “Last year we participated in 47 studies, a
17.5 percent increase over our 2004 totals.”
Services offered by PRC include obtaining data and verifying
its integrity, “cleaning” data, providing programming consultation, designing and creating databases, performing statistical
analyses, and creating Web-based query systems for data from
which clients may run their own reports based on variables they
select.
PRC’s long list of current projects includes a study looking at
the effect of a dialysis center on anemia management and mortality among hemodialysis patients; a benchmarking study that
examines the expenditures on specialty pharmaceuticals among
insurance plans; a study analyzing the effectiveness of a parent/
child asthma communication intervention on asthma morbidity,
cost of care, and improvement in asthma medication use in
minority children with asthma (with the Johns Hopkins School
of Medicine); prescription drug abuse in adolescents and young
adults; and looking for racial disparities in the management of
cardiovascular risk in patients with diabetes and psychotic
disorders (with the School of Medicine).
Hsu touts PRC’s staff of programmers, who she says are
instrumental in PRC’s success. “The majority of the studies we
are involved with consist of large administrative data or secondary

S

data,” explains Hsu. “Our programmers are experts in SAS
(Statistical Analysis System), a powerful software program for
data manipulation and statistical analysis—and essential to our
handling of extremely large databases.”
To illustrate her point, Hsu cites a recent study for the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,
carried out in cooperation with the research company Westat,
that required PRC to handle more than 140 gigabytes of data to
analyze patterns of drug use among children in seven states who
were Medicaid recipients.
Equally important in contributing to the success of PRC, says
Hsu, is the pharmacists’ ability to create a bridge between
researchers and programmers. “Our pharmacists are experts in
translating drugs, procedures, and outcomes from researchers to
algorithms that allow the programmers to find them in the study
data,” Hsu points out. “Their pharmacy training also provides
invaluable expertise in classifying drugs by name, dose, or route
of administration.”
Most recently, PRC pharmacists have been working with
researchers in the Peter Lamy Center on Drug Therapy and Aging
to create a drug dictionary for the Medicare Current Beneficiary
Survey (MCBS). The effort, says Hsu, allows researchers to more
accurately examine drug utilization and expenditures by correcting data entry errors such as incorrectly spelled drug names or
just plain typographical errors.
“If the drug name is wrong in the record, either the data will
not be captured or captured incorrectly,” says Hsu. “The dictionary
is essential in any research involving MCBS drug data.”
Hsu notes that PRC also works closely with PHSR graduate
students who hold accounts that allow them access to the PRC
server and its data for use in class work.
“PRC has established itself as an integral part of the PHSR
department,” says Hsu. “With the support from researchers,
I anticipate expansion of our services in the near future.”

—Randolph Fillmore
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Gary Hollenbeck

Retirements
DAVID MOORE

P3 Project

From left: Hoai An Troung, Dean Knapp,
Lisa Clayville, and Christine Lee.

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the American Pharmacists Association
(APhA), held March 17-21 in San Francisco, was a big success for the
School of Pharmacy as faculty, students, and residents earned many
awards, took national offices and returned home assured that they had
not only made the School proud, but also had made the most of the
experience.
“The connections we made and the collaborations we forged at the
2006 APhA meeting were far-reaching,” said Cynthia Boyle, PharmD,
after the School of Pharmacy contingent returned from California. “As
faculty, we believe in the value of curricular and extracurricular education, such as participation in APhA and the Student Government
Association. We know that we really fulfill our mission as pharmacists
when we work in the external environment and share expertise,
because it mixes student experience with pharmacists’ experience and
helps build the next generation of pharmacy leaders.”
Phi Lambda Sigma, the Pharmacy Leadership Society, awarded the
Baltimore chapter the 2006 Leadership Challenge Award while the
Vanguard Leadership Award was presented to Magaly Rodriguez de
Bittner, PharmD, BCPS, FAPhA, CDE, by Lambda Kappa Sigma, the
international professional pharmacy fraternity. The award was presented
by preceptor and School alumna Dixie Leikach, BSP ’92, grand president
for the fraternity.
Rodriguez de Bitter also received the APhA/APPM Award (Academy of
Pharmacy Practice and Management) for Distinguished Achievement in
Clinical/Pharmacotherapeutic Practice in recognition of lifelong support
to the profession of pharmacy and the provision of pharmaceutical care,
as well as leadership and mentoring contributing to the appropriate use
of medications within the health care system. Rodriguez de Bittner was
also installed as president of the APhA Foundation board of directors.

Larry Augsburger

he School of Pharmacy has joined with the Maryland Pharmacists
Association, employers, and the Maryland Medical Assistance
Program in a project spearheaded by Delegate David Rudolph to
improve health care for patients with diabetes in Allegany County.
The partnership brings together patients, pharmacists, physicians, employers, and the Maryland Medical Assistance Program
in an innovative diabetes management program called the
Maryland P3 (patients, pharmacists, partnerships) Project. P3 is
voluntary and offers a health benefit for workers and their families.
It provides employee incentives aimed at helping people manage
diabetes with support from pharmacists, physicians, and diabetes
educators. The Maryland Medical Assistance Program will also
provide these benefits for patients with diabetes in Allegany
County.
After patients enroll, they meet with trained pharmacists regularly to discuss medical conditions, learn how to use blood glucose
monitors correctly, review blood sugar results, and set goals in
collaboration with their physicians. The monitor, other diabetes
supplies, and diabetes-related medications are free to patients.
Patients’ employers or the Maryland Medical Assistance
Program will cover the costs of pharmacy visits and co-payments
for medications. Several major employers, including the City of
Cumberland and the Allegany County Board of Education, already
have signed up for the program. The School of Pharmacy will
contribute to the program by providing supplemental training to
participating pharmacists.
The program’s creators hope that P3 will be replicated
throughout Maryland and be adapted for patients with other
diseases.

T

Students made their marks as well. Lisa Clayville ’07 was elected
APhA national member-at-large. She has just completed her term as
president of the Maryland chapter of the American Pharmaceutical
Association’s Academy of Students of Pharmacy (APhA/ASP).
“The APhA/ASP has over 26,000 student pharmacist members
from 92 schools of pharmacy,” said Clayville. “Each year, five officers
are chosen to represent the membership. Among other responsibilities,
as member-at-large I will chair the Communications Standing
Committee and serve as a contact person for all the schools of
pharmacy. It’s an honor for the School—it’s the first time a Maryland
student has held a national office.”
Residents also brought distinction to the School. Resident Christine
Lee, PharmD, was honored at the APhA Foundation Breakfast for
receiving the Daniel Herbert Incentive Grant, an award given in support of a community pharmacist resident working to expand pharmacy
services for which pharmacists are compensated. Resident Hoai An
Troung, PharmD, won the APhA/APPM Presentation Merit Award for
his poster “Perceptions of Patients on Medication Therapy
Management Services Pertaining to Medicare Part D,” co-authored by
Cherokee Layson-Wolf, PharmD; Magaly Rodriguez de Bittner; James
Owen, RPh; and Sheri Haupt, RPh.
Faculty members continue to be active in APhA. Gary Smith, PharmD,
was installed as APhA Academy of Pharmaceutical and Research
Science (APRS) chair and will serve on the APhA board of trustees.
Cynthia Boyle, PharmD, was installed as chair-elect of the Administrative
Practice Section of the APPM and also presented the Boyle Family
Scholarship through the APhA Foundation. Tony Tommasello, PhD,
was elected chair of the APRS Clinical Sciences Section.
—Randolph Fillmore

After 15 years of dedicated service to the School of Pharmacy, mental
health programs, and state professional societies, David Moore, MPA,
retired on Jan. 6. Moore and his wife, Susan Porter, relocated to
Florida. A celebration was held for him in late December.
“We have been fortunate to have David on our faculty. He has made
significant contributions to our educational and service programs and
has provided outstanding leadership to the profession,” says Robert J,
Michocki, PharmD, BCPS, professor and chair of the Department of
Pharmacy Practice and Science until July 1.
LARRY AUGSBURGER

Following more than 35 years of distinguished service to the School of
Pharmacy, Larry Augsburger, PhD, Shangraw Professor of Industrial
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics, retired in December 2005. Augsburger
was an outstanding researcher and teacher.
Over the course of his career, he received numerous distinguished
awards including the International Pharmaceutical Federation’s industrial pharmacy medal, the American Association of Pharmaceutical
Scientists’ (AAPS) recognition award for commitment and dedication,
the University of Maryland Founders Week Researcher of the Year
Award in 2001, and the AAPS Outstanding Educator Award in 2004.
Augsburger plans to continue his service to the School during retirement. A celebration honoring him will be held in the fall of 2006.
GARY HOLLENBECK

Gary Hollenbeck, PhD, joined the School of Pharmacy shortly after
completing his PhD at Purdue University. Hollenbeck had been with the
School for approximately 25 years. He recently accepted a position as
chief scientific officer at University Pharmaceuticals of Maryland.
Hollenbeck’s commitment to professional pharmacy education and
the training of pharmaceutical scientists was manifest in the quality
and achievements of his students and in his long and distinguished
service as the associate dean for academic affairs. He was named UMB
Outstanding Teacher of the Year in 2002 and was a prominent proponent of quality education at pharmacy schools around the United
States and at the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy.
Hollenbeck’s commitment to the School continues with his appointment as an adjunct professor. A celebration honoring him was held in
early June.
SPRING 2006
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DEcIDE Contract
he University of Maryland, Baltimore is one of 13 institutions selected to participate
in a federal program to determine which drugs and medical treatments work most
effectively.
As part of the $15 million Effective Health Care Program launched by the federal
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the University will participate with
12 other national research centers in a network called DEcIDE (Developing Evidence to
Inform Decisions About Effectiveness), which will conduct research aimed at filling in the
gaps about treatment effectiveness.
The University’s DEcIDE Center, located in the School of Pharmacy’s Peter Lamy
Center on Drug Therapy and Aging, brings together the talents of more than 50 investigators and senior staff from the schools of pharmacy, medicine, and nursing to address
questions relating to drug effectiveness and safety in treating elderly patients.
“We anticipate that findings from this research will be particularly important to millions
of elderly and disabled individuals who sign up for prescription drug benefits under the
new Medicare Part D beginning in January of next year,” says Bruce Stuart, PhD, a professor in the Department of Pharmaceutical Health Services Research and the director of
the University’s new center.
AHRQ and the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) have selected 10
medical conditions for the first studies, including arthritis, non-traumatic joint disorders,
cancer, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma, diabetes, and dementia. The
first study by the University’s center will focus on the treatment of dementia among
Medicare beneficiaries living in community and nursing facilities.
The center has a contract to operate for two years with up to three annual extensions. The DEcIDE network is unique in that it uses secondary data (available through
insurers, health plans, and other partner organizations) for millions of patients to determine how well drugs work. Partners providing data to the University’s center include
CMS, the Department of Veterans Affairs, Thomson Medstat, and Omnicare, Inc.
More information on the University’s DEcIDE Center is available from the Peter Lamy
Center for Drug Therapy and Aging’s Web site, www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/lamy.
AHRQ has also established a new Web site, www.effectivehealthcare.ahrq.gov, to highlight
the efforts of the DEcIDE Network.

T

Magaly Rodriguez de Bittner

New Chair Appointed
agaly Rodriguez de Bittner, PharmD, BCPS,
FAPhA, CDE, was recently appointed
chair of the Department of Pharmacy Practice
and Science (PPS). Rodriguez de Bittner has
been a member of the faculty since 1984 and
the associate dean for academic affairs since
2004. Her research interests include the development and evaluation of disease-state management programs based in the community
pharmacy; research activities focused on the
effect of these programs in the clinical, economic, and humanistic outcomes of patients;
expansion of community pharmacists’ clinical
roles; overall improvement in health care delivery; cultural competence in health care delivery;
and Hispanic health issues.
Rodriguez de Bittner is committed to helping the School realize its strategic goals. “My
mission is to advance the effect of research
and scholarship in the department, develop
and implement new practice settings, and
improve the department’s leadership,” she
says. “I am very humbled and honored by the
trust that all of you have placed in me.”
Rodriguez de Bittner’s appointment is
effective July 1. She will succeed Robert
Michocki, PharmD, BCPS, who is resuming
his full-time faculty position in the department
after three years of service as chair.

M
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Rexahn Collaboration

I

n a unique collaboration aimed at applying academic research to product development, the School of Pharmacy Center for Nanomedicine and Cellular Delivery and

Rexahn Pharmaceuticals, Inc., are working together to help develop cancer fighting
drugs and central nervous system therapies.
In a newly created position, a postdoctoral fellow will work at Rexahn’s Rockville,
Md., headquarters under the mentorship of a University faculty member. The fellow
will explore novel ways of applying the center’s research and expertise to improve the
pharmaceutical properties of the company’s drugs in development.

Elmer Klavens has been
dispensing medicine
and advice for 75 years.

The Klavens Touch
Elmer Klavens, Class of 1931, reflects on a career in community pharmacy
that has spanned three-quarters of a century.

I

t was a summer day in 1928 when Elmer Klavens, fresh out of high
school, boarded a street car to Greene Street, handed the driver
his nickel fare, and did as his mother told him: He registered at
the University of Maryland’s School of Pharmacy to, in his mother’s
words, “become a pharmacy.”
Klavens’ parents, Russian Jewish immigrants, may not have spoken
perfect English, but they fully grasped the importance of steering their
son toward a profession in which he could make a decent living in this
land of promise. He has spent 75 years in community pharmacy
work—and to this day, at age 94, he continues to fill prescriptions and
dispense advice at a Baltimore pharmacy.
What has turned into a fulfilling career began as a vague notion. “I
hadn’t the faintest idea of what I was getting into,” he admits. But he
threw himself wholeheartedly into the profession from the start. Shortly
after graduating from pharmacy school in 1931 he opened Klaven’s
Pharmacy, on the corner of Fayette Street and Fremont Avenue, just
west of the University of Maryland campus.
The depression of the 1930s drove pharmacists’ popularity upward.
“Nobody had any money. A doctor visit was a dollar in the office and
two dollars for a house call. People came to the pharmacy, where we could
diagnose them and give them medicine for fifty cents,” Klavens says.
Not only did pharmacists “diagnose” customers’ ailments; they
made their own medicines too. “We used stock medicines. We had
various pills—iron compounds. We would make mixtures and handmade lotions, ointments, and liniments,” he recalls.
Klavens doesn’t hide his disdain for today’s practices. “None of
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Klavens in 1931

those medicines are used now. It’s given way to these blockbuster
drugs and the heavy use of advertising by manufacturers,” he says, a
practice he calls “atrocious.”
Independent pharmacies like the one Klavens once owned are also
becoming a thing of the past. He says there used to be one every two to
three blocks, but now there are only a handful left in the city. His own
pharmacy shut its doors four decades ago: “Around the late 50s, they
tore down all the housing and started building subsidized high rises. I
was watching them build, waiting for the new tenants to move in so I
could survive. But I finally gave up. We closed in 1962.”
Klavens then worked as a floater at other independent pharmacies
and also at Rite Aid. “Wherever they needed relief, they sent me,” he
says. His strong work ethic and rapport with customers allowed him to
“float” effortlessly from one pharmacy to another.
Howard Schiff, executive director of the Maryland Pharmacists
Association and former owner of the now-defunct Krieger Drugs, fondly
remembers Klavens, whom he employed more than a decade ago: “He
was a joy to have around. He was always available, he always came in
on time and prepared. He loved to work, and got along exceptionally
well with the other employees and consumers.”
Klavens still loves to work. Currently, he can be found behind the
counter at Chestnut Pharmacy in Hampden two to three days a week.
The pharmacy is owned by alumnus Patrick Burke, BSP ’87. “I’m helping
people. I know something that they don’t know. That’s an ego booster.
And it’s a good way to make an honorable living,” he says with satisfaction.
—Elizabeth Heubeck
SPRING 2006
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Doing Business the “Correct Way”
Ellen Yankellow, BS ’73, Pharm D ’96

orrect Rx Pharmacy Services has quickly become a
leader in the correctional/institutional pharmacy
arena. Correct Rx Pharmacy Services currently provides
institutional pharmacy services to more than 100 correctional facilities in 23 states, multiple juvenile sites,
several residential treatment homes, and dozens of
assisted living facilities. This is no small accomplishment,
especially considering that company leaders started
from zero less than three years ago.
“Our motto is: ‘If it’s the Right Way, it’s the Correct
Way,” says Yankellow, president and CEO of Correct Rx.
“We pride ourselves on setting the bar high when it
comes to providing consistent, high-quality customized
care and also providing a corporate culture of caring and
accuracy. Our motto is more than a tag line but a promise of excellence surrounding everything we do. Correct
Rx has embraced the concept that what we do and how
well we perform our job matters.”
Yankellow, a member of the School of Pharmacy’s
Board of Visitors, also invokes a less formal and more
personal motto that does not appear on the company’s
letterhead. It has, however, been engraved in the hearts
and minds of the Correct Rx managing partners—three
School of Pharmacy alumni—since their rapid leap into
the entrepreneurial world just over three years ago.
“Don’t let fear and common sense hold you back,”
says Yankellow with a smile.
Although Correct Rx qualifies for being designated a certified
minority business enterprise, it might also qualify for being called
“an overnight success.” Business has skyrocketed since Correct Rx
opened in 2003, but success has not come without a big dose of
experience, dedication, insight—and a clear vision for the future.
A vision that included developing a pharmacy program that not
only addressed every service requirement, but also afforded a
mechanism for improved patient care through accurate and timely
delivery of medications in collaboration with cutting-edge clinical
programs and advanced technology.
“I could see a new market emerging in correctional health care
and in the long-term care market,” explains Yankellow. “The rise in
inmate populations and a parallel rise in health care costs were making it difficult for correctional facilities to provide affordable care.”
Yankellow believes that this pharmacy program will serve as the
benchmark for the industry. Simply stated, Correct Rx is about placing the pharmaceutical and health care needs of the patients it
serves first. Correct Rx has built its company around doing things
the “Correct Way.”
Yankellow, BS ’73, PharmD ’96; Vice President of Operations
Jill Molofsky, RPh ’81; and Vice President of Administration James

C

Women Leaders in

Pharmacy
Changing the Face of an Industry

C

ollectively and individually, women are changing the
face of the pharmacy profession. Whether it’s in the
community pharmacy, the business sector, or the
classroom, women are a driving force behind innova-

tions in research, applications, and outcomes.
The versatility of the pharmacy profession and the abundant
opportunities it offers is one reason that the field is attracting growing numbers of women, say some experts. About 65 percent of
students in the School of Pharmacy classrooms are women, a trend
found in pharmacy schools throughout the country.
Something else that School of Pharmacy alumnae share is their
passionate drive to improve the profession, and ultimately patient
care, no matter what their individual focus might be.
For Victoria Hale, PhD, BS ’83, that passion is developing drugs
for diseases affecting some of the world’s most vulnerable populations.
For Papatya Tankut, BSP ’94, it is improving the pharmacy profession, and for Ellen Yankellow, BS ’73, PharmD ’96, it is providing
exceptional customer service to institutional facilities along with
developing clinical programs that improve patient outcomes.
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Ellen Yankellow

Tristani, RPh ’73, got the company off the ground and operational
in a little more than a month. It was a pretty wild month, all admit.
“On April 7, 2003, we met with the bank,” recalls Molofsky. “On
April 27 we settled, and on May 1 we took possession of the building in Linthicum.”
Between May 1 and May 27, the date on which the first prescriptions headed out the door, three computer systems were installed
and 20 employees hired. Countless details were ironed out on the
run as the company pursued its business plan.
Yankellow and Molofsky intentionally selected a site near the
Thurgood Marshall International Baltimore/Washington Airport to
facilitate a quick response time for orders. Their plan was to provide
same-day or next-day delivery using an overnight courier. Their
plan worked.
The trio was well prepared to meet the realities of such an
aggressive business plan. When they founded the business, the
Correct Rx management team shared a total of more than 70 years
of combined institutional/correctional pharmacy experience.
In addition to filling prescriptions and speeding them to
patients, Correct Rx is also in the business of providing its staff—
from data entry people, to pharmacy technicians, to drivers—with
new opportunities.
SPRING 2006
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“We are very happy and proud to be able to make a difference
in the lives of our employees,” says Yankellow, noting that the staff
is about 75 percent female. “We had the opportunity to help one of
our employees, with whom we had worked for many years, to establish a courier service. We now use them for all in-state deliveries.”
Awards and Recognitions
Correct Rx has been recognized by Baltimore SmartCEO magazine for the second year in a row as one of Baltimore’s Future 50
Corporations. In addition, Correct Rx was listed in the Baltimore
Business Journal’s Book of Lists as the fourth largest women-owned
business in Maryland.
Yankellow was selected as one of Maryland’s Top 100 Women
by The Daily Record and a 2005 Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of
the Year finalist. The award she is most proud of is the company’s
selection as “2005 Business of the Year” by Network 2000 and The
Daily Record. This award is given to businesses that demonstrate a
commitment to providing leadership opportunities for women at
all levels.
Victoria Hale
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The Path to Global Health
Victoria Hale, PhD, BS ’83

ictoria Hale took a very different route on her way to finding
her passion through the field of pharmacy. She didn’t set out
knowing what she wanted from her career in pharmacy. It was a
gradual awakening.
Today, Hale heads the first nonprofit pharmaceutical company,
the Institute for OneWorld Health. Based in San Francisco, the
Institute takes compounds that other companies have put aside
and develops them into new medicines to treat diseases that afflict
some of the world’s most vulnerable and impoverished populations.
“I entered the School of Pharmacy wanting to be a pharmacist
and dispense drugs,” she explains. “I left wanting to make drugs.”
After graduating from the School of Pharmacy in 1983, Hale earned
a doctorate in pharmaceutical chemistry from the University of
California, San Francisco three years later.
She began her career in the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
and later entered private industry, where she saw that
drugs that could treat millions were not pursued because
they were not marketable.
The germ of an idea was planted. But it was not until
a good friend asked for help finding a treatment for her
daughter, who was dying of a rare form of cancer (Ewing’s
sarcoma), that she acted on it.
“It was not an a-ha moment, it was a buildup,” says
the 45-year-old mother of two. “At FDA, I saw so many
potentially wonderful medications discontinued.”
Although Hale and her husband, Ahvie Herskowitz,
MD, found two promising cancer-fighting compounds
languishing on laboratory shelves for their friend’s
daughter, it was too late to save her life. It became very
clear to Hale that she needed to do more. It was a
“spiritual awakening,” she explains.
In 1998, she left a position with Genentech Inc., the
world’s first biotechnology company with annual sales of
more than $6 billion. Within three months, she had written the strategic plan for OneWorld Health and defined
its mission: to develop affordable new medicines for
patients suffering from neglected infectious diseases in
the developing world.
The idea was to find promising, but neglected compounds that companies or other research entities would
license or donate to OneWorld Health. The Institute
would, in turn, develop the compounds with help from
donors and volunteer contributions of time and expertise.
Defying the skeptics, OneWorld Health now has more
than 50 employees, at least a dozen partners, and is seeking regulatory approval of its first new drug, an off-patent
antibiotic from the government of India. The drug is
aimed at treating visceral leishmaniasis, or black fever, a
parasitic disease transmitted by the bite of sand flies.
Visceral leishmaniasis, which infects 500,000 people

V
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every year, is pervasive in poor, remote areas with little health care
and access to affordable drugs.
OneWorld Health now has four drugs in the pipeline. It has
received more than $100 million from the Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation to develop treatments for diseases, including malaria
and diarrheal diseases, and it is starting to partner with big pharma. The praise is pouring in.
Last year, Reader’s Digest named Hale “best problem solver” in
its “America’s 100 Best” survey, and The Economist honored her
with its “Social and Economic Innovations Award.”
Hale and Herskowitz, who is chief operating officer and chief
medical officer of OneWorld Health, each work more than 80 hours
per week to develop treatments, says Hale. “Drug development is
hard,” she notes—especially when it comes to managing the
Institute’s various partners and their expectations. “People aren’t
here to make money, they are here because they want to do something good for the world.”

A Quick Climb
Papatya Tankut, BSP ’94

apatya Tankut considers herself lucky to be in a position that
allows her to improve the life of pharmacists and shape the
future of the profession. But it was not luck that propelled the
33-year-old to a vice president’s position with the largest chain
drug retailer in the country. It was hard work, commitment, and
a genuine love for the profession.
Tankut, who moved to Laurel, Md. with her family in 1988, is
the vice president of pharmacy professional services for CVS Corp.
She heads the pharmacists’ recruitment activities and strategies
department for the retail giant, which employs 15,000 pharmacists
at 5,400 stores in 37 states.
In that capacity, Tankut leads a 12-person recruiting team,
develops strategies to source and hire pharmacists for CVS, and
oversees college relations with schools of pharmacy nationwide.
She represents the company and interfaces with national, state,
and local pharmacy organizations, including the American
Pharmaceutical Association—a task that takes her around the
country.
Tankut also oversees the company’s clinical and patient care
programs, as well as the regulatory compliance and quality assurance departments. Representing the company before state regulatory
boards, for example, puts Tankut at the center of the regulatory and
legislative issues that affect the industry.
For Tankut, this job and its versatility come as an unexpected
twist, considering that she did not set out to become a pharmacist
in the first place. As a teenager, Tankut knew she was headed
toward a career in the medical field, but it was not until she took a
summer job—her first job in the United States—at an independent
pharmacy in Laurel, that she became hooked on pharmacy.
Although the woman who owned and ran the pharmacy taught
Tankut how to count tablets that summer and shared tidbits of

P
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Papatya Tankut

drug information with the rising high school senior, it was the
woman’s relationship with her patients that impressed Tankut
the most.
“It sounds silly, but she knew all her patients by name, and
would go out of her way to deliver medication to patients who were
very sick and couldn’t go out,” says Tankut. “I looked at her and I
said, ‘You know, I could do that one day.’”
It was the rapport that Tankut established with her own
patients 11 years later—after graduating from the School of
Pharmacy and taking a position as a staff pharmacist at the CVS
store in Olney, Md.,—that she treasured the most.
It was also her ability to build relationships that led Tankut’s
supervisors in 1999 to approach her for a field management position as a pharmacy human resource manager, overseeing pharmacy
staffing and college relations for CVS stores for Maryland,
Washington, D.C., and Virginia.
She used her skills in that critical position to build on relationships with deans and students across the country to help them
understand what the company does and how it contributes to the
practice, she explains.
“I was drawn into the company because of the people I met
while I was in school, and the people I met at the stores while
I was doing my rotations,” she says.
That was followed by a series of other successes, all of which
have landed Tankut where she is today, in a position that affords
her the chance to shape the future of pharmacists while still
building relationships with students and pharmacists.
SPRING 2006
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OUTCOMES
RESEARCH
Visions of Efficacy
and Economics
BY RANDOLPH FILLMORE

“W

prescription coverage the vulnerable elderly fall into a
hat happens after an intervention?” asks Linda Simoni“doughnut hole.”
Wastila, MPH, PhD, associate professor and director
“People with coverage gaps of six months or more suffer the
of the Long-Term Care Initiative in the School of
most serious consequences,” she said. “Gaps appear to be worse
Pharmacy’s Peter Lamy Center for Drug Therapy and Aging.
for those with chronic conditions and for those whose prescription
“We, of course, need to know what happens after the prescripdrugs are really necessary.”
tion is written and the patient has been in treatment. However,
Also looking at outcomes is Van Doren Hsu, PharmD, director
outcomes related to reduced drug access, costs and financing of
of the School’s Pharmaceutical Research Computing (PRC), a
prescription drug benefits, as well as appropriateness of prescribing,
research center within the Department of Pharmaceutical Health
are also among the topics addressed by outcomes research.”
Services Research. In a study recently published in Health Affairs,
In addition to analyzing data about patient outcomes in terms of
Hsu and colleagues examined variability and growth in spending
compliance, spending, and utilization, pharmaceutical outcomes
for outpatient “specialty pharmaceuticals” such as injectables, infuassessment is aimed at answering myriad questions that surround
sions or aerosolized products that require special handling, admininterventions. Knowledge about the relationship between costs and
istration, or both. Insurance companies are among the health care
outcomes, gleaned through accurate measurement, could not be
players who want to know how much they are spending on specialty
more important in today’s health care climate—and how policy,
pharmaceuticals—regardless of the benefit design, said Hsu.
costs, utilization, and consumer patterns figure into the total
“It can be eye opening for plans,” she said.
health care picture are of interest to many players in the
THE
For example, in the specialty pharmaceuticals study, Hsu
health care constellation.
CIRCLE
and colleagues studied 10 Blue Cross and Blue Shield
For example, Simoni-Wastila has been engaged in a
OF
plans and 18 million covered individuals. The researchers
study funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
SCIENCE identified spending in 2002 and 2003 on 20 classes of
that examines the impacts of gaps in prescription drug benspecialty pharmaceuticals that are costly or expected to
efits for Medicare beneficiaries with serious mental illnesses.
increase in use among two demographic groups—those under 65
“In our first phase of research, we found that individuals with
years and 65 years and older. They found that the average annual
no drug benefits or gaps in coverage used markedly fewer medicacost per patient for hemostatics, essential drugs for patients with
tions to treat their mental illnesses than did their fully insured
hemophilia, was $96,302 in 2003. This represents an increase of
peers,” says Simoni-Wastila. “The next phase in our study will
19.4 percent from 2002.
examine whether reduced use of mental health drugs due to poor
Simoni-Wastila also looked at similar variables in her study of
benefits translates into increased and more costly use of other
drug benefit gaps for Medicare beneficiaries with serious mental
services, including emergency room visits and admissions into
illnesses. She and her colleagues looked at the 1997-2001 Medicare
long-term care facilities.”
Current Beneficiary Survey as linked to Medicare Parts A and B
According to Simoni-Wastila, when there are gaps in their
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the impact of interventional education to improve outcomes
claims and use of total mental health
for patients with diabetes.”
drug use by class of drug and spending.
“That is what
Outcomes studies are often comparative, and results can
“We found that coverage gaps did
guide
therapy and affect treatment models. For example,
not influence use of and spending on
keeps me engaged
when
Shaya
and colleagues conducted an observation study
newer drugs, such as atypical antipsyof a high-risk, Medicare population examining outcomes
chotics or SSRI/SNRIs, but when we
and interested in
comparing the effects of COX-2 inhibitors with nonspecific
examined the probability of receiving a
the field of health
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents (NSAIS), they found
newer drug, spending was less likely
that the COX-2 inhibitors did not show increased cardiovasamong those with gaps in coverage or
services
research—
cular risk over NSAIDS in this population
no coverage relative to those with full
(Archives of Internal Medicine 2005).
coverage.”
“We are working with commercial and
Also engaged in outcomes study is
understanding
that
Medicaid
managed care organizations and
Fadia Shaya, PhD, MPH, associate
their formulary committees to apply pharmadirector of the Center on Drugs and Public
real people have
coeconomic tools to information necessary
Policy in the Department of Pharmaceutical
for making coverage decisions,” said Shaya.
Health and Services Research. Shaya’s work,
serious
mental
and
Hsu, Simoni-Wastila and Shaya share
often involving formulary management and
concerns about the relationships between
managed care issues with a focus on developsubstance use
costs, outcomes, access and efficacy, and
ing clinical, economic, decision, and budget
they
also agree on the importance of keepmodels, aims at assessing outcomes through
disorders and that
ing
people
and their health in the outcomes
prospective as well as retrospective
equation.
studies and analyzing and handling large data
my work may help
“I spend much of my time looking at outsets such as those used by health care plans.
improve the quality of
put from our analyses of large databases and
“We are currently involved in a five-year study
sometimes you forget that these are not just
funded by the National Heart, Lung and Blood
treatment
they
receive.”
numbers, these are real people,” said SimoniInstitute (NHLBI) examining cardiovascular care
Wastila. “That is what keeps me engaged and
issues with a focus on assessing the impact of
interested in the field of health services
interventions on health care outcomes on
research—understanding that real people have serious mental and
patients with hypertension who are being seen at various clinics in
substance use disorders and that my work may help improve the
Maryland,” explains Shaya, co-recipient of a $6 million grant from
quality of treatment they receive.”
the NHLBI. “We are also examining barriers to accessing care and
SPRING 2006
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riting a novel about a 20-year-old Harvard University
into the study of how limited access to prescription drugs affects
biology student struggling with debilitating bipolar
racial and ethnic minorities and the physically and mentally
disorder was not exactly the way Linda Simoniimpaired.
Wastila, MPH, PhD, planned to spend the New Year.
Analyzing data from all 50 states, Simoni-Wastila was able to
During her time off from number crunching and database
show in her dissertation that patients in states with prescription
analysis, the associate professor and researcher at the Peter Lamy
drug-monitoring programs were less likely than people in states
Center for Drug Therapy and Aging in the School of Pharmacy
with no monitoring to receive effective drugs for their acute and
figured she would make glass beads, throw pottery—even organize
chronic pain.
her home office.
In a recent follow-up study—funded by a grant from the
But the image of that Harvard student took hold and SimoniNational Institute on Drug Abuse—she and Harvard colleagues
Wastila started writing.
examined racial disparities in access to benzodiazepines after New
For two hours each night, and during part of the 20-minute
York implemented its prescription drug-monitoring program.
daily train commute from Reisterstown to her first-floor office on
During the past decade she has focused much of her research
Lombard Street, the 44-year-old researcher and mother of two
on how clinical and policy changes in drug use impact the quality
plugs away at her novel. The book is an amalgaof care received by people who are particmation of the research she has conducted during
ularly vulnerable to medication use
15 years on prescription drug use and abuse in
changes. She has found, for example,
LINDA SIMONI-WASTILA
vulnerable populations, including the mentally ill.
that women are more likely than men to
Flexibility and diversity are two of the reamisuse and abuse opioid analgesics, transons Simoni-Wastila was attracted to the
quilizers, and other prescription drugs.
pharmacy profession. With the variety of career
With colleagues at the Peter Lamy
options in the field of pharmacy, pharmacy
Center, she evaluated the impact of the
professionals often enjoy some flexibility in
new prescription drug coverage on drug
scheduling and interests.
use and found that Medicare beneficiaries
“You can have it all,” says Simoni-Wastila.
with serious mental disorders are particu“but not necessarily at the same time. And it
larly sensitive to changes in drug coverage.
might get a little hectic, but you can have it all.
Be it lack of coverage, or just a few
You can get promoted, you can have your kids,
months without it, these patients will
you can have a happy family life—but you have
dramatically reduce their use of antipsyBY ROBYN FIESER
to make sure you’re clear on what you want to
chotics, antidepressants, and other drugs
achieve.”
used to treat mental health disorders.
Simoni-Wastila’s passion—for now—is her novel.
In other work examining the use of antipsychotics in nursing
“I have to admit, it sounds like I am a little wacko but I have
home residents, she found that nearly 25 percent of antipsychotic
never been called to do anything like this before,” says Simoniusers might be inappropriately treated.
Wastila about her book. “I’m excited about the book because it is
Simoni-Wastila’s experience in pharmacy is enough to fill a
like putting a face on all the research I’ve done.”
book, which is exactly what she’s doing. But one of her most fulfillAs a pharmacy student in the mid-1980s, Simoni-Wastila
ing accomplishments has nothing to do with her career: It’s the two
packed in enough professional experience to last some people a
children she is raising with her husband, Henry, a Unitarian
lifetime.
Universalist minister in Carroll County, Md.—Will and Lea—who
She stirred Tucks ointment in 500-gallon vats and worked on
turn 7 and 4 this summer.
medication flavoring during an internship with Parke-Davis and
During the week, she works a jam-packed 40-hour week. The
Company that took her on a full tour of the pharmaceutical indusweekend—starting Friday at dinner—is “sacrosanct. Nothing, with
try. She spent six weeks with the U.S. Department of Health and
rare exception, interrupts that. That is our foundation,” she says.
Human Services Indian Health Service working with Apache
“Our weekends are for us as a family.”
Indians in Arizona. As an intern with the assistant surgeon general
Simoni-Wastila balances a family and a full career, but still finds
for pharmacy services, she worked with the U.S. Coast Guard and
time—even a full week occasionally—for herself. Each year, she
in the federal prison system. And for three weeks with the National
spends a week of “vacation time” at a pottery studio in Carroll
Institutes of Health, she worked with AIDS patients before the
County, honing a hobby that has filled her office with keepsakes.
disease even had a name.
For Simoni-Wastila, who will take as little as 10 minutes to listen
The public health program at the University of North Carolina
to music on the Metro to stay grounded, keeping her life in balance
exposed Simoni-Wastila to issues affecting at-risk and vulnerable
has been paramount—a balance she is able to maintain because
populations. But it was her dissertation at Brandeis University,
her career allows it.
where she earned a doctorate in health policy, that catapulted her
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Keeping a
Delicate
Balance in
Work and
Life
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Graduation Banquet

news

The 2006 Alumni Association Graduation Banquet was held this year
on May 18 at the BWI Marriott. Faculty, alumni, and friends of the
School joined together to honor the 122 students who earned the entrylevel PharmD degree. Members from the Class of 1956 joined this
year’s graduates at the Graduation Banquet to celebrate their fifty-year
reunion. Alumni who are members of United States Public Health
Service were also in attendance.

Laurels

Zhanita N. Perez, MS, a first-year
PharmD student, coauthored
a recently published article,
“Molecular Architecture of a
Eukaryotic DNA Transposase,” in
the journal Nature and Structural
Molecular Biology. The article
resulted from Perez’s collaborative work at a National Institutes
of Health lab. “We are the first
lab to report the structure of a
eukaryotic transposase. This
work may lead to gene therapy
and insight into DNA recombination,” says Perez.
Jennifer Mercado and Steven
Allison, both fourth-year PharmD
students, won the 2005 American
Society of Health-System
Pharmacists (ASHP) Local
Clinical Skills Competition.
Mercado and Allison also represented the School during the
national clinical skills competition
held at the ASHP midyear clinical
meeting in Las Vegas.
EunJung (Cindy) Kim, fourth-year
PharmD student, won the 2005
Maryland Society of HealthSystem Pharmacists (MSHP)
Student Achievement Award,
based on her performance in the
areas of academia, leadership,
and interest in health-system
pharmacy. The award was
presented at the MSHP CE
seminar in March.
18
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Hoai-An Truong, PharmD ’05, a
community pharmacy resident in
the Department of Pharmacy
Practice and Science, was selected chair of the American
Pharmacists Association (APhA)
New Practitioner Network
Editorial Advisory Board (EAB).
The EAB is responsible for the
publication, Transistions. Hoai-An
also recently published an
article, “Advocacy from a New
Practitioner’s Perspective,” in
APhA Transitions Winter 2006.
Amitava Mitra, a PhD candidate
in the Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, was selected to receive
the 2005 Controlled Release
Society (CRS)-3M Drug Delivery
Systems Graduate Student
Outstanding Research Award in

Drug Delivery. Mitra’s winning
extended abstract was chosen
from more than 400 submissions.

joining the faculty of the
University of Pennsylvania as an
assistant professor.

Zeynep Teksin, PhD, a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, presented a lecture, “The Use of
Biopharmaceutical Classification
Systems in Drug Discovery and
Development,” at a workshop on
the subject in Istanbul, Turkey.

Confidence M. Gbarayor, a PhD
candidate in the Department of
Pharmaceutical Health Services
Research, recently received a
research supplement grant from
the National Heart, Lung, and
Blood Institute. Under the mentorship of Fadia T. Shaya, PhD,
MPH, assistant professor,
Gbarayor’s research considers
the integration of cultural competence at the health provider
level as an approach to reducing
cardiovascular health disparities
among African-American
patients.

John T. Mondick, PhD, a postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
defended his dissertation, “The
Use of PK/PD Modeling and
Simulation for Informative
Dosing Guidance and Study
Design in Drug Development for
Pediatric Oncology,” and will be

In Memoriam
Second-year PharmD student Theodore Scott Tendoh, 31, passed
away in his sleep on January 9. Tendoh, a native of the African country
Fongyen Walters

Lisa Clayville, a third-year
PharmD student, was named
chapter member of the year for
the Beta Lambda Chapter of Phi
Lambda Sigma.

of Cameroon, is mourned by his family and many others whose lives
he touched. “Scott was the very essence of compassion, of humility, of
loyalty, of devotion and inner strength,” says his brother Paul.
Scott Tendoh

Tendoh was well known for his dual passions—his pharmacy

education and his friends. A Web site, www.rememberscott.org, was created to honor
Tendoh’s memory. The site is filled with remembrances and heartfelt farewells by friends
from all over the world.
Tendoh leaves behind six siblings, Paul Tendoh, Marie Claire Abongwa Tendoh, Atin
Kimbeng Tendoh, Awong Tendoh, Nwangu Mbide Tendoh, and Immaculate Acha Tendoh,
as well as his mother, Ma Martha Njenjei Tendoh.

Top photo from left:
Jessica Walker,
Neelesh Vaidya,and
Zeynep Tunc

Left : Jennifer Huang
and Brian Hose
Class of 1956

Convocation and Commencement

T

he Graduation Convocation and Commencement Exercises
were held this year on May 19. Convocation, held in the
morning at Goucher College’s Kraushaar Auditorium, celebrated
the 2006 graduating Doctor of Pharmacy class as well as those
students receiving graduate degrees. Rebecca Chater, RPh, MPH,
director of clinical services for Kerr Drug, Inc. and pioneer in
community pharmacy-based clinical services, delivered a
motivational address to the graduates.
Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, U.S. House of Representatives,
delivered the keynote address at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore’s 2006 Commencement held in the afternoon at
the 1st Mariner Arena. Cummings, who currently represents
Maryland’s 7th District, gave a powerful and uplifting speech
to the graduates. Cummings, a ’76 School of Law alumnus,
is a true friend and advocate for the University of Maryland,
Baltimore.

Above: United States Public
Health Service members
Below: PharmD graduates
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Valentine’s Day Serenade

AMCP Competition
The School of Pharmacy Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy (AMCP)
student chapter took home the first-place prize at the recent National
Pharmacy and Therapeutics Competition at the AMCP Annual Meeting on
April 5-8. From left: Chapter advisor Fadia T. Shaya poses with her winning
team, Samuel Lee, Andrew Levine, Reena Varghese, and Matthew Casciano,
after their victory.

Golf Tournament

The 76th Annual Rho Chi Honor Society, Omicron Chapter, Banquet and
Initiation Ceremony was held on April 7 at the elegant Belvedere Hotel.
Almost 180 faculty members, students, and family members attended to
honor 40 new initiates. Membership into the Rho Chi Honor Society is
for individuals who distinguish themselves by their academic and
professional achievements.

In a cappella style, first-year students
Ganesh A. Kumarachandran (left), Mahesh
Ramanadham (middle), and Mark Heisey (right)
serenade Dean David A. Knapp on Valentine’s Day.
The Class of 2009 offered a serenading service for
just $2. Proceeds will help fund the class trip,
which students take during their second year.

PLS Banquet

May 2 proved to be the perfect day for the 7th Annual Phi
Delta Chi (PDC) Charity/Scholarship Golf Tournament at
Oakmont Greens Golf Course in Hampstead, Md. The
tournament drew over 60 students, faculty, alumni, and
friends of the School. Proceeds from the event help fund
the PDC Scholarship, as well as support St. Jude’s
Foundation, PDC’s philanthropic cause.

The Phi Lambda Sigma Initiation Banquet was held on April 5
at the BWI Marriott. Recognized for their leadership, dedication, and service to the profession of pharmacy, 17 new
initiates were welcomed into the School’s Beta Lambda
chapter with the traditional candle-lighting ceremony.

NCPA Banquet
The School’s student chapter of the National Community Pharmacists’
Association (NCPA) held its annual spring banquet on May 3 at the BWI
Marriott. For the third year, friends of the School, Gary and Sally Haas of
Boonsboro Pharmacy, presented the $5,000 Haas Student Scholarship.
From left: Third-year Doctor of Pharmacy students and the 2006 Haas
Student Scholarship recipients, Molly Roberts, Michael Taday and
Michelle Horn, NCPA faculty advisor Fred Abramson, and Gary Haas.
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passed away in 1972, their mom in 1995.) “If they were here, they
would be pleased that we were giving someone else the opportunity to
do the same,” George says.
The brothers’ $50,000 endowment was matched by funds from the
John and Joan Gregory Gift and the Maryland Private Donation Incentive
Program, which was created by the General Assembly in 1990 to provide matching funds for endowments established at public institutions
and their foundations. The program was reauthorized in 1999 for an
additional six years. The Voxakis endowment is now worth $150,000.

Leaving a Legacy
Three School of
Pharmacy alumni
recently established
endowed scholarships
to remember relatives
who had an impact
on their life and
education.
BY DANIELLE SWEENEY

GEORGE AND ANGELO VOXAKIS
Smaragde and Christopher Voxakis left the Greek island of Chios and
came to the U.S. for the same reasons most immigrants do: for a better
life and better opportunities for their children.
The couple and their young son, George, came to Baltimore in the
1930s and settled in East Baltimore’s Greektown neighborhood, where
they eventually opened their own wholesale bakery. “We all worked in
the bakery,” says George Voxakis, BSP ’58, PharmD ’96, referring to his
two brothers. “Family was first, second, and third in our house.”
Yet when George and his brother Angelo, BSP ’71, graduated from
high school (in 1954 and 1964 respectively), they knew they were not
expected to join the family business. Instead, their parents expected
them to go to college. “That was always understood,” Angelo says.
“Our parents valued higher education.”
When the opportunity came for the Voxakis brothers to create a
scholarship endowment at the School of Pharmacy to honor their parents, they seized it, funding a $50,000 endowed scholarship named for
Smaragde and Christopher Voxakis. “We both wanted to do something
for them. We were grateful for the opportunity they gave us to go to
college,” says George.
George entered the School of Pharmacy in 1954. “Initially, I became
a pharmacist for practical reasons—the school was affordable and I
was guaranteed a job. But it ended up being the best thing that happened
to me,” says George, who started working at Edwards & Anthony
22
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SALLY VAN DOREN

Angelo (top left) and George Voxakis established an endowed
scholarship to honor their parents, Smaragde and Christopher
Voxakis (pictured left).

Pharmacy in East Baltimore in 1958. He bought the store in 1970.
Angelo Voxakis, 11 years George’s junior, became a pharmacist, in
part, because of his brother’s success. “He had a big influence on my
career,” says Angelo, who graduated from the School in 1971. “I
worked at the University Hospital pharmacy for 16 years before buying
my own pharmacy, Hereford Pharmacy, in Parkton, Md., in 1989.”
For much of their careers the Voxakis brothers have combined
independent pharmacy practice with other businesses. Angelo owned
three Dunkin’ Donut franchises, and George has been president of
American Liberty Financial Services since 1987, the same year he sold
Edwards & Anthony Pharmacy.
Angelo Voxakis has been president and CEO of the EPIC Pharmacy
Network, a Maryland-based purchasing cooperative for independent
pharmacies, since 1999. The network uses the group’s purchasing
power to take advantage of large quantity pricing, regional advertising,
managed care representation, and store promotion to help independent pharmacies compete with chains.
George Voxakis, 70, still practices pharmacy part time (at his brother’s
pharmacy) and is so committed to the profession that he decided to
earn his PharmD in 1996—at the age of 60. “It was challenging, but
worth it,” says Voxakis, who also serves on the School of Pharmacy’s
Board of Visitors.
George and Angelo are happy that their parents lived long
enough to see them become successful pharmacists. (Their dad

Sally Van Doren, PharmD ’85, likewise created an endowed scholarship
to honor a family member who had a powerful influence on her life
and education: her late aunt, Doris Nuessle McCaig. Van Doren, who
is vice president of drug safety and risk management at InterMune
Inc., a biotechnology company in San Francisco, says her aunt Doris
was a role model for her as a young girl.
“She was an independent woman who made the best of life’s circumstances, no matter how difficult,” Van Doren says. “My aunt Doris’
whole life revolved around meeting the mortgage, paying the bills, and
raising her two children single-handedly. I learned a ‘pick-yourself-upby-your bootstraps’ philosophy of life from her.”
One thing that was especially remarkable about Doris Nuessle
McCaig, her niece says, was how she managed to work for B&O
Railroad for more than 20 years despite suffering from debilitating
rheumatoid arthritis. “Aunt Doris rarely complained of the extreme
pain,” says Van Doren, although side effects from drugs to treat her
arthritis—which weakened her heart—only made her aunt feel worse.
“She is one of the reasons I went into pharmacy,” Van Doren says.
“Watching her slow decline from rheumatoid arthritis and cardiac
disease helped me realize I could potentially help her and others like
her by becoming a pharmacist.”
In 1984, when Van Doren was in her third year of pharmacy school,
her aunt died of cardiac failure and complications of her disease. She
was 58 years old. “It became clear to me that so much more was needed
to provide patients like my aunt with better therapeutic treatment
options,” Van Doren says.
After graduating from the School in 1985, Van Doren worked in
hospital pharmacies at the University of California, Los Angeles and
the University of California, San Francisco medical centers for a few
years before entering the pharmaceutical industry to have a more
direct role in drug development and safety.
Since then, she has worked overseas (including three years in Saudi
Arabia) and in the U.S. at companies including Syntex Laboratories,
Gilead Sciences, Cerus Corporation, Peninsula Pharmaceuticals, and
InterMune, Inc. She has been involved in several new drug applications and marketing authorization applications for a number of
currently marketed antiviral drugs.“
My expertise and career focus is in safety surveillance, pharma-

covigilance, and risk management of drug products throughout their
life cycle,” says Van Doren, who recently joined the School of
Pharmacy’s Board of Visitors.
Van Doren credits the training she received at the School with
preparing her for the career path of maximizing the benefits of new
drug therapies and minimizing risks to patients. “My career has
allowed me to help a significant number of patients with serious medical
conditions—on a worldwide public health scale,” she says. She characterizes being a pharmacist as a “life’s reward.”
“It is with this reward that I wish to give back to the School, so it
can continue to expand its PharmD program,” Van Doren says. Her
$50,000 endowment was also matched by the John and Joan Gregory
Gift and by the Maryland Private Donation Incentive Program and is
now worth $150,000.

Inspired by her aunt,
Doris Nuessle McCaig
(pictured right), Sally
Van Doren created an
endowed scholarship
in her memory.

Fall 2005
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American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Midyear
Clinical Meeting, School of Pharmacy Reception | Las Vegas

1997 classmates Tony Guerra,
PharmD (far left); and Ken
Shipley, PharmD (far right)
greet Tina Bayuse, PharmD ’00,
and her husband David Benz
(center). Guerra is a pharmacist
and realtor in Baltimore. Bayuse
works for NASA in Houston.
Shipley and his wife live in
Tucson, Ariz., and are expecting
their first child.

Montgomery County
School of Pharmacy Reception
(Left to right) Young
Kim, BSP ’90; Fandeh
Kashani, BSP ’92; and
Mahzad Mehrinfar,
BSP ’94 enjoy the
alumni reception at
Lake Wood Country
Club.

Cathie L. and Robert
H. Schumaker of
Rockville, Md., both
1977 graduates,
attended the alumni
reception.

Send Us Your News!
e want Capsule to be your
vehicle for sharing great
news with your classmates and
fellow graduates.
Please send us information
about your personal and professional life. Have you changed
jobs, had a recent promotion,
received an honor or appointment? Did you recently get
married or celebrate the birth of
a child? Do you have an interesting
hobby or participate in community
service projects?
Take a moment or two to
complete the School of Pharmacy’s
new online class notes form at
www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/
alumni.
All alumni who submit a
class notes update by Aug. 31,
2006, will be entered into a drawing for a chance to win a School
of Pharmacy hat and T-shirt to
show off their school pride.
The winner will be notified by
Sept. 15, 2006.
To all of you who have
responded to our request for
more information, thank you and
keep your contributions coming!

Alumni
Events

W
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Long-time friends Lynette Bradley-Baker, BSP ’92, PhD ’99 (left); Howard Crystal, BSP ’55 (left), and Leonard DeMino (right)
Jung Lee, BSP ’94 (center); and Abigail Strawberry, BSP ’93
discuss the changes in pharmacy practice.
(right); take a moment to catch up with each other.

American Pharmacists Association
Annual Meeting and Exposition,
School of Pharmacy Reception |
San Francisco

American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists Annual Meeting
and Exposition, School of Pharmacy Reception | Nashville

David McCaffrey, BSP ’90, and a graduate student
of McCaffrey’s from the University of Mississippi,
Suvapun Bunniran, attended the APhA reception.
McCaffrey is an associate professor in pharmacy
administration and the director of the Center for
Pharmaceutical Marketing and Management at the
University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy.

Many well-wishers gathered at the AAPS conference this fall to pay tribute to retiring professor Larry
Augsburger, PhD, the Shangraw Professor of Industrial Pharmacy and Pharmaceutics (third from left).
Augsburger is flanked by former students (left to right): Albert W. Brzeczko, PhD ’89; Anand R. Baichwal,
PhD ’86; Anil M. Salpekar, PhD ’75; Robert P. Giannini, PhD ’81; and Atul M. Mehta, PhD ’81.

In Memoriam*
Max S. Ansell, PHG ’29
Isaac Gutman, PHG ’29
David H. Mermelstein, PHG ’33
Franklin E. Thayer, PHG ’33

Frank J. Jankiewicz, BSP ’36
Thomas C. Kleczynski, BSP ’36
Morris R. Yaffe, BSP ’36
Leonard Rapoport, BSP ’37, DDS

Sam Edlavitch, BSP ’38
Joseph C. Wich, BSP ’38, MD
Ross Z. Pierpont, BSP ’39, MD
Nathan M. Snyder, BSP ’39

Maurice Wiener, BSP ’39
Alfred H. Alessi, BSP ’40
Irvin Kamenetz, BSP ’40
Albert Sachs, BSP ’40
William Keen Roth, BSP ’43, DDS

Mitzie Holen Schwartz, BSP ’49
Francis X. Ward, BSP ’49
Herbert T. Rosenthal, BSP ’51
Richard J. Walsh, BSP ’51
Irwin L. Samson, BSP ’62

Herbert M. Sohmer, BSP ’68
Tyler P. Ruddie, BSP ’72
Dina S. Furrow, BSP ’90

Herb Kwash, BSP ’56, and
his wife, Barbara, enjoy a
moment at the reception.
Kwash celebrated his 50th
reunion with other classmates this spring.

* Between 8/15/05 and 4/1/06
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David Stewart
Associates Dinner
The Annual David Stewart
Associates Dinner was held on
April 26, 2006, at the Cloisters
Castle in Lutherville. Donors
enjoyed the ambience of the
castle and the beautiful gardens.
Jim Bresette and Yale Caplan
both spoke to attendees about
the importance of giving back to
the school. Second-year student
Jessie O’Kane spoke on the
impact philanthropy has on the
lives of the students.
From left to right: George Voxakis, BSP ’58, PharmD ’96; Dean David Knapp; Sylvia Voxakis; Angelo Voxakis, BSP ’71;
Jean Voxakis; Susan Levi; and Mark Levi, BSP ’70.

In 1985, Dean William Kinnard created the David Stewart Associates, a philanthropic
effort to secure the School of Pharmacy’s future. He asked founding members to
commit $10,000 over 10 years. Five of the original 33 founding David Stewart
Associates were recognized for their leadership and inspiration on April 26.
Founding members (left to right): Mark Levi, BSP ’70; Martin Mintz, BSP ’65; Donald
Fedder, BSP ’50; David Russo, BSP ’79; and Samuel Lichter, BSP ’60.

Joseph Johnson, BSP ’73, MS ’76, and Joan Gluch,
PhD, stop for a picture in the castle’s library.

Senior Pharmacists Association

Making a Difference:
A Message from the Alumni President
This year, members of the Alumni Association were very busy creating more
outreach opportunities for you—our alumni and friends who make a difference
every day in our profession.
As Alumni Association president, I would like to thank all of you who heard
and answered our call to become reacquainted with the School of Pharmacy
through our receptions at various professional conferences in Montgomery
County, Md.; Nashville, Tenn.; Las Vegas; and San Francisco. As you can see from
the photos in the Alumni Events section on pages 24-26, a great time was had by
all. We are planning additional receptions for the coming months and hope to
see you there.
Many of you were terrific advocates for the School of Pharmacy in Annapolis
this spring during the legislative session. The School enjoyed its most successful
Legislative Day to date, with nearly 100 alumni, friends, and students visiting
legislators, attending the legislative sessions in the House and Senate, and
witnessing history being made with the announcement of the P3 Program (see
page 7) via press conference.
In addition, our alumni demonstrated their great pride and influence by contacting legislators to support the long-standing efforts to garner funding for the
Pharmacy Hall Addition. Thanks to all for their response.
Every fall, we bestow the Honored Alumnus of the Year Award to a School of
Pharmacy graduate for accomplishments throughout his or her career. We also
present the Honorary Alumnus of the Year Award to a non-alumnus who has
demonstrated continued interest and exceptional loyalty and service to the profession of pharmacy in Maryland.
To help our efforts to conduct the most exhaustive search for the right honorees, please consider submitting a nomination for someone you know who
meets the criteria outlined on our Web site, www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/alumni.
Many individuals are eligible for this award. Please help the committee become
aware of their achievements so that we can honor them.
One last note, as you prepare to celebrate the milestone anniversary of your
graduation from the School of Pharmacy, consider attending the Alumni
Association Reunion Brunch in October 2006. We will be honoring years 1956,
1966, 1976, 1981, 1996, and 2001. Check out www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/alumni
for more details. We hope to see you there!
Sincerely,

Albert Heck; Marilyn
Shangraw, widow of former
Department Chair Ralph
Shangraw; and Natalie
Eddington, chair of the
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Department, celebrate at
the DSA Dinner.
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Joseph DeMino, BSP ’84
President
Abe Glaser, BSP ’41, (left) president, and John Ayd, BSP ’51,
vice president of the Senior Pharmacists Association of
Maryland at a recent meeting. The Senior Pharmacists
Association was established in 1926 as the Baltimore Veteran
Druggist Association by Dean Dumez, dean of the University
of Maryland School of Pharmacy from 1926-1948.

David M. Arrington, MS ’73,
PharmD ’96, is now director of
pharmacy services at the Regional
Medical Center in Orangeburg, S.C.
Charles R. Downs, BSP ’73,
PharmD ’99, is in his 13th year as
a ski instructor at Whitetail Ski
Resort. Downs is on the slopes
three to four times a week.

1975
Howard J. Gampel, BSP, became
the pharmacy manager at Super
Fresh in Odenton, Md., in
September 2005.

1977
Terri F. Clayman, BSP ’77, PharmD
’98, was honored as the pharmacist
of the year for 2005 by the Maryland
Society of Health System Pharmacists.

1978
Gary A. Stewart, BSP, was recently
promoted to director of business
and corporate development at Shin
Nippon Biomedical Laboratories,
Ltd., CPC, Inc., which is a new
Phase I/IIa clinical pharmacology
center located on the campus of
the UMB BioPark.

1985
Sally (Nuessle) Van Doren,
PharmD, is currently vice president
of drug safety at InterMune, Inc., a
biotechnology company in the San
Francisco Bay area. Van Doren has
also been appointed to serve as a
member of the community advisory
board for the University of
California (UC), San Francisco
AIDS Health Project. She is an
instructor at the UC Berkeley extension, and a new member of the
School of Pharmacy Board of
Visitors.
continued
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Class Notes continued
1989
Deborah Cruz, PharmD, is a
clinical nuclear pharmacist and
radiation safety officer at Cardinal
Health Nuclear Pharmacy
Services in Washington state.
Scott E. Streator, BSP, joined the
senior management team for
Ohio Public Employees
Retirement System in 2004 as
the director of health care.
Streator is responsible for the
administration and strategic
development of the $1 billion
annual health care program
serving 200,000 Ohioans. He
received an MBA in 2001 and
resides with his wife, Lynette,
and their four children near
Columbus.

1990
Anthony K. Wutoh, BSP ’90,
PharmD ’96, and his wife, Rita,
(School of Medicine, MD ’94)
announce the birth of their second
daughter, Niya Senna Akua
Wutoh, born on Jan. 4, 2006,
in Annapolis. Niya weighed
7 pounds, 13 ounces, and measured 19.5 inches. Baby and family
are doing well.

1992
Pamela A. (Maher) Piotrowski,
BSP, took a position last year as
district manager of pharmacy
with Wal-Mart Pharmacy in
Corpus Christi, Texas. She was
very busy coordinating efforts
with other local retailers to
come to the aid of neighboring
Hurricane Katrina and Rita evacuees last year. She reports that it
28
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was challenging, but very rewarding. Piotrowski is married with
two children, ages nine and five.
Walter W. Siganga, PhD, was
recently promoted to the rank of
professor of pharmaceutical
sciences at the new pharmacy
school at Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville, just
outside of St. Louis.
Lisa M. Wolfson, BSP, started
her new position as a staff pharmacist at Springfield Hospital
Center in Sykesville, Md., where
she is now learning clinical duties.

1993
Peter Ridolfi, BSP, and Lisa (Guy)
Ridolfi, BSP, announce the birth
of their third child. Their newest
addition was born in April 2005.
The Ridolfis also have a sevenyear-old daughter and a threeyear-old son.
Abigail L. (Lagman) Strawberry,
BSP, and her husband, Charles,
would like to announce the birth
of their third son, Noah Anthony,
on Sept. 16, 2005. Noah has two
older brothers, Isaiah and
Nehemiah. Abigail is currently
employed at Civista Medical
Center in La Plata, Md.

1997
Kenneth S. Shipley, BSP, and his
wife expect their first child in July.
They live in Tucson, Ariz.

Lina (Awad) Musmar, PharmD, is
a clinical pharmacist for Option
Care in Sterling, Va.

1999
Malinda J. (Kammauff ) Darber,
PharmD, and her husband,
Chris, had a beautiful baby girl
on Sept. 16, 2005. Kelsey Jade
Darber is their first child.

Nathan H. Jones, PharmD, is a
pharmacy manager for Walgreen
Co. in Catonsville, Md.
Jennifer J. (Horn) Bonner,
PharmD, was married in May
2004. She is currently working on
a PhD in pharmaceutical
sciences at the University of
Pittsburgh.

2004
Vicki (Shamblen) Williams,
PharmD, and her husband,
Mark, moved with their three
children and have purchased a
Reed’s Pharmacy in the eastern
panhandle of West Virginia. With
her husband managing the store,
Williams still serves as a medical
science liaison in Baltimore with
Bristol-Myers Squibb.

2001
Jason S. Chvat, PharmD, is now
married and living in Orlando,
Fla. He and his wife are expecting a child.
Yelee Y. Kim, PharmD, lives in
New York, N.Y., and works as a
patent attorney.

Erica C. Davis, PharmD, recently
was promoted to manager of
scientific affairs at INNOVIA
Education Institute in Columbia,
Md.
Michele (Cerny) Jakubowski,
PharmD, married Mark
Jakubowski, PharmD ’03, in
October 2004 in Baltimore. They
are now living in Virginia Beach,
Va. Mark works for Sentara
Norfolk General Hospital and
Michele works for Costco.
Paul Seo, PhD, was recently
appointed as a regulatory review
officer for the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration in Rockville,
Md.

1995
Amy (Autz) Shofner, BSP ’95,
PharmD ’05, was married in July
2004 and received her PharmD
shortly after.
Jodi (Morgan) Sullivan, BSP, and
her husband, Robert, celebrated
the birth of their son, Grayson
Robert, in April 2002. Jodi works
part time with Giant Food,
Inc./Super G Pharmacy in New
Jersey and Delaware.

Message from Development

2003
Liza Takiya, PharmD, is the
assistant director of global medical communications for Wyeth
Pharmaceuticals in Collegeville, Pa.

Cara (Specht) McDaniel, PharmD,
is an advanced practice pharmacist in neurology at Thomas
Jefferson University Hospital in
Philadelphia.

2002
Austin C. Ladic, PharmD, recently
was promoted to pharmacy
district manager for Rite Aid
Corporation serving the northeastern Baltimore County,
Harford County, and Cecil
County territory.

2005
Hoai An Truong, PharmD, was
selected as chair of the editorial
advisory board for Transitions, a
publication of the American
Pharmaceutical Association new
practitioner network.
Adrienne (Hanstein) Shepardson,
PharmD, is a clinical pharmacist
at the University of Maryland
Medical Center.

It’s that time of year again—time to think about graduation and reunions.
The memories and milestones seem to go hand in hand. This marks the
last year for the nontraditional pathway PharmD program at the School of
Pharmacy with 36 graduates. The School of Pharmacy applauds these
individuals who took the extra step to achieve clinical excellence in their
profession and congratulates them and all who have completed this rigorous
program.
Beginning with our earliest alumni, individual pharmacy classes organized
their own reunions—whether it was a dinner, cocktail reception, or picnic.
One or two people worked tirelessly to organize the logistics of bringing the
class together and creating and maintaining traditions.
Now, the Alumni Association and the Office of Development are making
it easier for everyone to participate and enjoy themselves at their reunion. All
classes celebrating milestones—1956, 1966, 1976, 1981, 1996, and 2001—
are invited to mark their calendars for Oct. 22, 2006, for the Alumni Association
Reunion Brunch! The Alumni Association is soliciting volunteers who would
like to be involved with contacting class members. If you are a graduate from
a milestone year and are interested in participating, please contact the
Alumni Office at 410-706-8019 or check out www.pharmacy.umaryland.edu/
alumni for more details.
I also am pleased to welcome Peggy Funk, assistant director for annual
giving and alumni affairs, to the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs.
Peggy joined the School of Pharmacy in April and brings more than 12 years
of experience with corporate customer relations and management. Her focus
will include alumni affairs, reunions, alumni receptions, student relations,
and annual giving projects. Her addition will provide further resources for the
Office of Development to better serve the alumni and friends of the School of
Pharmacy. Come to the next alumni event to meet her!
Finally, thank you to all who have made a gift to the Annual Fund this
year. Your continued support helps provide an exceptional education and
fuels the changes in health care that will ultimately improve lives and ensure
a stronger School of Pharmacy now and into the future.
Regards,
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calendar of

events
Sunday | October 22, 2006

a

ll class members celebrating milestone
reunion years—1956, 1966, 1976, 1981, 1996,
and 2001—mark your calendars for Sunday,

Oct. 22, 2006. We will be holding the School of Pharmacy

Reunion Jazz and Mimosa Brunch in Pharmacy Hall.
You will not want to miss this event! Come enjoy great

food, entertainment, and conversation with fellow classmates
and former faculty. Visit the School of Pharmacy, tour the
facilities, share your memories, and create new ones. If you
are interested in serving on your class reunion committee to
assist with contacting your classmates, please contact the
Alumni Office at 410-706-8019.
For more information about this and other events,
check out the School of Pharmacy Web site at www.pharmacy.
umaryland.edu. Get informed and get involved!
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